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Let G = (X, E) be a finite connected (undirected) graph; a permutation (T over X is said to tie 
compatible with G when every vertex x different from U(X) is adjacent to U(X); 1(G) denotes 
the minimum k such that every permutation over X can be decomposed into a product of k 
permutations compatible with G. It is shown that, among all trees with X as set of vertices, tihe 
chain has the smallest I(G). 
Let G be a (undirected) graph with X = {l, 2, . . . , n} as set of vertices; a 
permutation a over X is said to be compatible with G if every vertex x different 
from a(x) is adjacent to a(x). It is easily verified that every permutation u over ,X 
is decomposable as a product of permutations compatible with G if and only if G 
is connected. 
When G is a tree, a permutation compatible with G is such that all its non 
trivial cycles are of length two. The decomposition of a permutation (T over G is 
thus reduced to the following game: y1 persons are placed at the vertices of G an6 
each person i is given an object numbered a(i); the problem is to determine 
I(o, G), the minimum number of simultaneous adjacent interchanges ufficient to 
realize cr, i.e. to let each person i hold the object course, 
interchanges involving a common person may not be ant simultaneously. 
defined by G = (X, E) where X = {1,2, . . , is t 
= {[ii, + 1 <a’< n - is !he of edges (see 
Fig. ?. of order 6. 
An inversion 
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(1) The {identity permutation has no inversion. 
kxchange between two adjacent ver i;es of a chain increases or de- 
e number of inversions by one. 
[Q]. If G is Q chain of order n 2 3, then I(G) = n. 
. The permutation a defined by a(i) = n - i + 1 (1 < i s n) has $(n - 1) 
inversions; thus its realization on the chain needs exactly $z(n - 1) exchanges. 
If n is odd, one can yeiform at most i(rz - 1) simultaneous exchanges, thus 
I(a, G)a n. 
If n is even and if at some step, the number of inversions is decreased by its 
maximal amount, in, the resulting permutation 8 is such that 
O(l)< e(2), 9(3)C O(4), . . . , O(n - l)< 0(n). 
Therefore, at the next step, the number of inversions is decreased by at most 
$(n - 2); thus I(a, ,G) 2 n. 
To satow that I(G) < n, let us consider the algorithm which performs alternately 
the following steps: 
(i) Perform simultraneously the exchanges necessary in order to put in increas- 
ing order, the objects arr vertices i and i + 1 for i = 1,3,5, . . . 
erform simultaneously the exchanges necessary in order to put in increas- 
ing order, the objects at vertices j and j + 1 for i = 2,4.. 6,. . . 
This algorithm realizes every permutation (T E S,, in n steps or less (Knuth [5, p. 
241J). Cl 
The connected components of the forest obtained from a tree G = (X, E) by 
removing a vertex x and its incident edges, are called the branches at x. The size 
of a branch is the number of its vertices. 
In 143, C. Iordan has shown that any tree G = (X, E) admits a centre (of the first 
kind), i.e. a vertex c whose branches are of maximum size q ~4 1x1 (1x1 denotes 
the cardinality of X); moreover he proved that: if q ~4 1x1, then c is unique, 
lerwise G admits exactly another centre cl, which is adjacent to c. 
a tree G =( ) a&nits a wi,*+e centre c, then there exists a 
pmmttati’c~~ CT mw X such that U(C) = c a&@ airy xf c, x and a(x) do not belong 
e same branch ‘at c. 
tri\C;al, otherwis 
c E’ if and only 
es at c are of max 
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q <$1X1, it is easily verified 
d,(x)%-l- where lX’ia3 
hence 6’ is hamiltonian [Z], and the lemma holds. q 
For any tree G = (X, E) of order n a 3, 1(G) 2 n ; therefore the chain 
corresponds ti zhe minimum l(G). 
. Every exchange involving a given vertex moves exactly two objects, and 
two of them cannot be performed simultaneously. Thus, if an algorithm which 
realizes a permutation a in a minimum number of steps, performs n(x, y) 
exchanges involving object x and vertex y, then 
Case 1. G admits a unique centre c. 
Let CT be one of the permutations exhibited in Lemma 3.1. It is easily verified that 
r an,’ x E X9 thus 
Z(cr, G)a$( C n(x, c))a n. 
XfiX 
Case 2. G admits two centres c, c’. 
If B(resp. 23’) denotes the branch at c’ (resp. c) containing c(resp. c’), then 
IBI = IB’I = in ; hence there exists a permutation a E Sn such that 
(a) U(C) = c’, o(c’) = c; 
(b) if x is a vertex of B, then (T(X) is a vertex of B’ (and conversely). 
If the first exchange involving vertex c is performed with a vertex c’ of B, 
then n(c’, c)a 3, n(c, c)a 1 and n(x, c) 2 2 for x${c, 4:‘); thus l(a, 6) 2 
4(cxcx n(x c)P n . 
If the f&t exchange involving vertex c is performed with a vertex of B’, then 
n(c’, c’) > 3, n(c, c’) > 1, n(x, c’) 3 2 for x6 {c, c’); thus 1 (e, G) 3$(x,,, n(x, c’)) 3 
r2. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Is there an integer k sue 2 k the chain of order M is t 
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Fig. 2(a). 
.- 
Fig 2(b). 
c-c- 
Fig. 2(c). Yomogeneous caterpillarr of order 6. 
off,, From the hypothesis, on\: can easily show by induction that if a tree G of 
order n contains a tree G’ of order m, then l(G’)i- tt -m s I(G). The graph G1 
(resp. G2) of Fig. 2(a) (resp. P,(b)) is such that 1(G,) = 6 (resp. 2(G,) = 9). Since for 
n 3 23 any tree different from the chain contains either G, or GZ, one can write 
either /(G)~6+n--5=r!+l OH 1(G)a9++--8==+1. 0 
The problem of finding trees for which 1(G) is maximum seems more difficult. 
One can prove that among homogeneous caterpillars of order n 2 4, i.e. stars of 
the same order, VNhose centres generate a chain, (see Fig. 2(c)) the star is such that 
I(G) = 3p - 2 (imesp. 3p) if n = 2p (resp. 2p + 1) [6], and corresponds to the 
maximum I(G). This re S.L& together with thli; exhaustive exploration of trees of 
small order, cjuggest he following. 
e. For n 2 5, the star is the only tree for which I(G) is naaxinzum. 
s 
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